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A royal warrant issued in
March 1715 mandated the coinM
iing of the ﬁat dalers at Sweden’s
Stockholm mint. Provisions in
11716, 1717, 1718 and 1719 authorrized the production of different
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Swedish Fiat Fiasco

In dire financial straits after years of fighting, Sweden
devalued its currency during the Great Northern War.
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the age of 15, Charles XII
i Atbecame
king of the Swedish

empire. When he inherited the
throne, Sweden ruled over large
portions of the Baltic region and
was on the verge of becoming
a major force in Europe. Surrounding nations feared Sweden’s
growing power and wanted its
land. Taking advantage of King
Charles’s young age, DenmarkNorway organized an anti-Swedish
coalition. In 1700 Augustus II the
Strong, king of Poland-Lithuania
and elector of Saxony; Frederick
IV, king of Denmark-Norway; and
Peter I the Great, tsar of Russia,
attacked Swedish territory in
numerous locations, thus beginning the Great Northern War.
The Swedes were victorious
against Denmark-Norway and
Russia, but the nation spent six
▼ At the start of the Great Northern War, Sweden ruled
over key territories in the Baltic region. Issued in 1715,
the cronan depicts the Swedish crown.
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A look back
The United Kingdom adopted the
decimal system on February 15, 1971.
February 15, 1971, Britain’s currency of hundreds of
i On
years was made obsolete overnight when the United Kingdom switched to the decimal system. New denominations
were issued in multiples of 10 and 100. Previously, 12 pennies
equaled a shilling and 20 shillings equaled a pound. Under the
simpliﬁed system, the pound consisted of 100 pence.
France and the United States had embraced decimalization nearly 200 years earlier. Britain ﬁrst considered
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adopting the new system in the 1820s,,
but to no avail. The introduction of
the ﬂorin (worth 24 old pence, 10
new pence) in 1849 made decimalization seem like a remote possibility, but the decision to abolish the
traditional monetary system was not
made until 1966. Because the transition
on
of currencies was gradual, the processs
was not officially completed until
ﬁve years later. The sixpence (worth
2.5 pence) continued to circulate
for another nine years after a public
campaign to keep it, but it too came
43
to an end in 1980. Shown here is a 1743
George II sixpence.
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with various mintages: Flink Och
Färdig (“Quick and
Ready”), 7.368 million; Jupiter, Saturnus, Phoebus and
Mars, 3 million;
and Mercurius,
6 million. The Wett
Och Wapen pieces
were recalled for
exchange for the
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a low point in Sweden’s history,
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Hoppet tokens were never
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to remember this tragic episode.
Through its nödmynt, the loss and
a
as their value was placed at
2 öre silvermynt after having
hardship of the Great Northern
This 1718 Flink Och Färdig (“Quick and Ready”) piece
War will never be forgotten
been struck. An 11th daler
depicts a warrior with a lion companion. Not Actual Size
design was produced but was
by collectors. —Gabe Workman
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recalled by the government to be
redeemed by government bonds
or smaller notes. The value of the
tokens was lowered from 1 daler
silvermynt to 3 öre kopparmynt
(1 öre silvermynt).
The augmented warrant of 1716
mandated the minting of the Publica Fide (“Public Trust”) design
at a mintage of 3,808,600 and a
weight of 7 2/10 g copper. The 1717
warrant directed the Stockholm
mint to produce 9,059,000 tokens of the new Wett Och Wapen
(“Sense and Weapon”) design.
It also lowered the weight of the
ﬁat dalers to 4 1/2 g of copper; all
Görtz dalers struck in 1717-19
weighed 4 1/2 g. The Publica Fide
pieces were exchanged for the
Wett Och Wapen tokens in 1718,
and the value of the 1716 pieces
was lowered to 4 öre kopparmynt,
but was then raised to 6 öre
kopparmynt (2 öre silvermynt).
In 1718 six designs were struck
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